TORWIN SURGICAL (PRIVATE) LIMITED

Patient Care & Assistance, Patient Treatment, Patient Service & Dietary, Boiling Sterilizers, Sterilizing Cases, Miscellaneous, Operating Room Equipments.

HOLLOW WARE
STAINLESS STEEL HOSPITAL UTENSILS & EQUIPMENTS
HOLLOW WARE

786  BEDPAN SLEEPER TYPE
787  BEDPAN SEAMLESS
788  BEDPAN SIMPLE
789  BEDPAN PERFECTION TYPE
790  BEDPAN HAND MADE
791  BEDPAN ROUND
TORWIN SURGICAL (PRIVATE) LIMITED

HOLLOW WARE
STAINLESS HOSPITAL UTENSILS & EQUIPMENTS

857 STERILIZER
858 STERILIZER
859 PERFORATED TRAY
860 LOTION BOWL
861 PERFORATED TRAY
862 SOAP DISH
863 LOTION BOWL
864 PERFORATED TRAY ALUMINIUM
865 AUTO CLAVE PROCESSOR COCKER
TORWIN SURGICAL (PRIVATE) LIMITED
Manufacturers & Exporters of Hollow Ware, Surgical, Dental, Beauty Instruments
Mailing address: Bonkon P.O, Gohad Pur Sialkot, Pakistan
Tel: +92-524-290213
Fax: +92-524-297039
E-mail: torwin@skt.comsats.net.pk
E-mail: torwinsurgical@gmail.com
Web: www.torwinsurgical.com